
Performance – A 1.7 HP vacuum motor and 3-stage HEPA filtration.

Proper Ergonomics – Adjustable handle height, ergonomic grip, 
transport handle and foam grip high up cleaning tube.

Intuitive Use – All the important touch points are colored yellow and the 
patented WAVE-LOK® filter bag and alignment mechanism assures the 
filter bag is securely installed every time.

LEED O+M Compliance - CRI Gold Level Seal of Approval/ 
Green Label Certified. Operates at a sound level of 67 dB in accordance 
with ISO 11201. Meets all requirements of the LEED O+M Green 
Building Rating System.

Ease of Maintenance - No tools required to replace brush or cord.  
Full bag indicator light.  Thermally protected motor.  Mechanical clutch 
protects brush and belt, if jammed. Patented WAVE-LOK® filter bag and 
alignment mechanism allows for easy bag removal, even if overfilled.

Versatility – Low profile for easy vacuuming underneath furniture and 
fixtures.  Extension wand reaches over 10' above the floor.   
3" round brush and 10" crevice tool with onboard storage.

WAXIE Pacer 12 UE by NSS 
577520 each
 
WAXIE WAVE-LOC Pacer 12UE by NSS 
100-Hour HEPA Filtration Kit  
Includes: 2-Ply WAVE-LOK® Microfiltration  
Bags (10 pack), Motor Filter and HEPA Filter
588575 kit

WAXIE Pacer 12 UE by NSS Paper Filter Bags   
574721 each 10/pk

The WAXIE Pacer 12 UE by NSS  
was designed to deliver value to 
your facility maintenance program 
on every conceivable level.

WAXIE Pacer 12 UE by NSS
12" Single-Motor Upright Vacuum
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Specifications | WAXIE Pacer 12 UE by NSS

Brush Chevron style brush

Motor

Type

Air Flow

Waterlift

2-stage, 9 amps @ 120V

1.7 HP (1260 watts)

Maximum 100 CFM (47 l/sec)

92 in

Filtration 3-stage — Top-filled, two-ply poly-lined filter 
bag, motor filter, and HEPA exhaust filter

Switches & Controls Rocker on/off switch and bag full indicator light

Cord
40 ft (12 m) 16-3 SJT safety yellow, also avail-
able 25-ft cord (Pacer 12 H)

Construction Composite polypropylene body and base

Bag Capacity 5.0 quarts dry (5.5 l)

Cleaning Path 12 in (30 cm)

Sound Level 67 dB (ISO 11201)

Total Vibration 1.96 m/s2 (ISO 5349-1)

Dimensions

Height

Width

 Weight

48.75 in (125 cm)

12.5 in (32 cm)

19 lbs (8.6 kg)

Shipping Weight 23 lbs (10.4 kg) max

Warranty 2 years, including belt, excluding wear items

Productivity 2,239 sq ft per hour (208 m2)

1 Enclosed handle allows for a relaxed grip during 
operation.

2 Built-in extension hose and wand make above-
the-floor cleaning a snap.

3 Patented WAVE-LOK® ensures secure bag 
installation every time. WAVE-LOK also ensures 
easy bag removal, even if overfilled.

4 Brush adjustment dial on the base allows for 
instant carpet pile adjustments. 

5 Chevron-style brush is built for tough commer-
cial use, and is easily removed for replacement.

6 Shock-absorbing wheels keep the vacuum quiet 
on rough surfaces.

7 The handle is adjustable for different height 
operators.

8 “Pig tail” type cord connection makes changing 
power cord easy.

9 A mechanical clutch protects the drive belt from 
breaking if the brush gets jammed.

The patented WAVE-LOK® filter bag and alignment mechanism 
ensures secure bag installation every time. WAVE-LOK 
eliminates dirt and dust leakage due to improper bag 
installation. WAVE-LOK also ensures easy bag removal, even 
if overfilled.

US Patent 8,439,997, D664317
Trademark 85/328511
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